
ItalFoods

“Getting everything our business 
needed in one package was 

years and their solution 

its extensive capabilities.”

Is 100% Product Warehouse and 
Transit Visibility Possible?

Yes. Here's how we helped Italfoods achieve that, 
plus so much more.

AN ERP BY AFS CASE STUDY

Italfoods is a 40-year family owned wholesaler, importer and distributor 
of the highest quality specialty food products meeting the needs of 
the finest food service and retail establishments in the San Francisco 
Bay Area.

“AFS was able to cohesively 
implement several powerful 
software solutions that allowed 
our operations to streamline by 
reducing the headcount we 
needed in the warehouse. Even 
though we had fewer labor hours, 
we were able to successfully fill 
more orders with fewer mis-picks 
—allowing us to gain a lot of 
goodwill with our customers

Robin Paniagua, 
VP of Operations

Business Context and Challenges Faced
Italfoods, was like many distributors in that their primary pain point was 
not having full product level visibility to both the warehouse and in 
transit. This caused a reduction of customer satisfaction due to order 
fulfillment issues along with increased time for the staff in the ware- 
house to try and find certain products and laborious efforts to comply 
with recall efforts.

ignition.afsi.com

Why Ignition by AFS?
Italfoods took their business needs to AFS and were very impressed that AFS offered an integrated and 
purpose-built suite for CPG (Food Distributor) companies which would not only solve their current customer 
satisfaction issue but also help expand their business.

The Solution

ERP

Florida Foodservices worked with the dedicated and personalized professional 
services team with AFS to implement the AFS G2 Analytics solution interfaced 
seamlessly with their existing AFS ERP system. The AFS staff was among the 
differentiators that contributed to the success of this solution, according to the 
food distributor.WMS

Warehouse Management 
System



The Results
Previously, to ensure order accuracy, each product was touched 3 or 4 times by multiple individuals. With WMS’ 
integrated voice picking, their pickers became much more accurate to the point where now only the picker 
touches the product. This has increased their overall warehouse productivity and they have been able to slash 
overtime costs down to almost nothing – a major cost savings for the organization.

Benefit creation was immediate based on a reduction of mis-picks. AFS WMS helped provide better accountability 
and auditing capabilities which caused mis-picks to drop.

AFS WMS also enabled the reduction of late trucks going out since the product was being picked more accurately 
and quickly by the staff. The on time and accurate orders reduced the number of customer complaints their staff 
had to handle and bolstered their reputation as a premier distributor.

The successes of this implementation were recognized by the Supply & Demand Chain Executive organization 
when they named the Italfoods AFS WMS project as one of the 100 great supply chain projects of the year.

Robin Paniagua, VP of operations, said: “AFS was able to cohesively implement several powerful software solu-
tions that allowed our operations to streamline by reducing the headcount we needed in the warehouse. Even 
though we had fewer labor hours, we were able to successfully fill more orders with fewer mis-picks—allowing us 
to gain a lot of goodwill with our customers.”

Italfoods has over forty years of dedication to service, quality and 
authenticity that have made them a vital food distribution service, 
respected by both its customers and suppliers. They deliver the finest 
imported and domestic food products to restaurants, specialty food 
stores, delicatessens and supermarkets throughout the greater Bay Area.

Ignition is a line of products that is part of AFS Technologies, the leading provider of software solutions purpose- 
built for consumer goods companies and distributors. AFS is committed to generating improved outcomes at 
the point of purchase coupled with generating efficiencies in trade spend, retail execution and supply chain. With 
experience developed over its 31-year history, AFS serves more than 1,000 customers of all sizes in more than 
50 countries around the world. Our products are innovative, configurable solutions that are proven to optimize 
customer potential with automated processes, improved productivity and rapid time to value.

About ItalFoods

About Ignition by AFS

ignition.afsi.com
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